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Collagraph - Printing
with Laura Kemshall

Collagraph is a printmaking technique that is related to collage. In today’s show I 
printed from one of the plates. Here’s a reminder of what you’ll need:

A printing press (if you don’t have access to an etching press then use a pasta 
machine instead)
Off-cuts of wadding/batting larger than the paper you’ll print on
Paper - heavy cartridge or watercolour are both good
Shallow tray (or nearby sink)
Ink (we’ll be using oil-based etching ink. If you don’t have any then oil paint can 
be substituted for experimenting. Etching ink is expensive and a little goes a long 
way so if you buy any, just get a small tin until you know if you’re going to love this 
technique!)
Scrap of muslin/tarlatan fabric
Scraps of heavy weight card and scrap paper (we use a telephone directory)
Old towel
Old clothes or apron, gloves if you like.

First put some paper to soak in clean water, then do a ‘dry run’ through the press to 
check that the plate, paper, and wadding pieces will pass through. Adjust the pressure 
of the press until it’s firm, but not too tight.
Ensure all elements of your collagraph plate are well stuck down! Cover your work 
table with scrap paper and pop on an apron. Using a piece of tarlatan or muslin fabric 
formed into a rounded dabber, apply the etching ink or oil paint to the surface of the 
plate. Use a twisting motion to help drive the ink into the plate surface. Cover the 
entire plate. At this point there will be too much ink so it’s time to remove the excess. 
Use a piece of stiff card to scrape surplus ink from the surface. Put this surplus ink 
back into the container, it’ll be fine to use another time. 

Now polish the plate using scrap paper. I used pages from a telephone directory. 
Place a piece of the scrap paper on the plate surface and using your palm polish the 
remaining ink from the surface of the plate. You’ll find that at first, the scrap paper 
sticks to the tacky surface of the plate, but as you polish, it’ll become slicker. Tilt the 
plate and view from a low angle to judge how much ink is left on the plate. Finally 
wipe the edges of the plate to avoid messy blobs.

Lay the plate in the centre of one of your wadding pieces. Take a sheet of paper 
from the soaking tray and blot it to remove excess water. Align the damp paper on 
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top of the plate aiming to centre it neatly. Place the other piece of wadding on top 
to complete the sandwich. Move carefully to the pasta machine and line up with the 
rollers. Turn the handle until the wadding is pinched by the rollers and then continue 
to roll through carefully.

Open the sandwich of layers and peel back the paper from the plate to reveal your 
print. Set aside to dry. The oil based ink or paint will take a few days to dry properly. 
The paper may cockle during this time. If so, just place the completely dry prints 
between sheets of clean paper and press under a heavy weight until flat.

Clean up - clean up as you would for other oil based products. The collagraph plate 
can be carefully wiped to clean. The tarlatan or muslin dabber can be wrapped and 
left to use with the same colour of ink or paint in the next session, or thrown away.


